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EDUCATION AND EXPERTISE

IDcentre is a training institute in The Netherlands. One of our major
objectives is to provide training for organisations and groups dealing
with issues on identity, security printing and counterfeiting.
IDcentre is operating in close relation(ship) with (inter)national
authorities in order to obtain the most update information and
to guarantee objectivity and integrity. IDcentre provides training
courses to The Dutch custom organisation, the Dutch police
academy, the Royal Marechaussee and the National Forensic
Institute. In the European training programs, the European
Commission and Frontex are using the facilities in Eindhoven to make
sure the participants from all over Europe and beyond will have the
best training base.
Hands on in
Eindhoven

In order to guarantee the best results we often work within the
“hands-on”model. This didactical method focuses on a combination
of practical and theoretical information. Learning by doing assures
the anchoring of knowledge in technology and processes. In
Eindhoven we give insight in complex processes by using special
“open” equipment. Added value in coming to Eindhoven also is the
fact that participants will not be interfered by their organisation.
Unlike the working environment, a study environment is quite

best results. Our staff is well trained, experienced, up to date and, moreover,
used to work with participants working in law enforcement and related
branches.

Tailor made
solutions

In order to meet with you requirements and expectations we can also
provide tailormade solutions. We can make an inventory of required

enhance the insights of identity related Technologies. Due to the content
of the training, our institute and teaching staff meets with the regulations
concerning trustworthiness and integrity.
Some examples of training modules are:
Biometrics | Security mix | Personalisation | Colormetrics and photospectral
analyses.
Information

If you feel we can be of any assistance, or if you want more detailed
information please contact us for a free consult.
René van Eert
r.van.eert@id-centre.com
Louise van Elderen
l.van.elderen@id-centre.com
Ruud Dirkx
r.dirkx@id-centre.com

